Dear guests and friends
We look forward to welcoming you back at the Orchard Villas. We would like to take this opportunity
to share some updates about your safety, health, hygiene and what to expect when staying at The Orchard Villas. We assure you that your safety and comfort remain our highest priority.
The world is starting to get used to the “new normal” in the wake of Covid-19. It is natural to expect
that things remain a little different here at The Orchard Villas, although our focus on the wellbeing of
both our clients and members of our team remain our number one priority as well as offering the luxury of the seclusion of our location. We constantly monitor and adjust to the latest protocols for a
safer environment for our guests and members of our team.
Corfu continues the efforts to vaccinate the entire population at the earliest. For the latest advice from
the Greek authorities on the protocols for all arriving and departing passengers from 14th May 2021
we recommend to visit the Greek Government Travel advice For the latest information for UK citizens travelling to Greece we recommend you visit FCO Travel advice.
The links contain a lot of very useful information and are updated regularly so we recommend you
please check on these on a regular basis for updates before and during your holiday.
At the Orchard Villas we are fortunate, the remoteness of our location means that you and your family
are given the opportunity to isolate from the rest of the world.
We appreciate the benefits of the success of the vaccinations in some countries, like the UK, will be
major contributors in making travelling a much easier experience in the future. We believe that the
UK will release in the coming days an NHS App with digital information of completed vaccinations.
We also hope that the recent announcements on the efforts of countries around the world to introduce
mutually accepted digital vaccination certificates, will play a major part making the free movement of
people a reality. However, we also appreciate the difficulties that you may face on having to change
travel plans given the ever-changing severity of the pandemic and restrictions imposed in different
countries. We aim to be as flexible as possible and as always, we will be delighted to assist you to rearrange or amend your stay for future travel plans and changes that may happen.
The comfort of our Villas, the remoteness of our location and the direct access to our secluded beach
offer the space and peace of mind to enjoy precious memories with your family and friends.
We are at your disposal If you would like to discuss any particular concerns please feel free to contact
us on sales@theorchardvillas.com or for updates visit the link
We thank you for your ongoing support and trust as we try to navigate to better times together.
Paul and Clare
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